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Understand what online violence is about

Who to contact in case you are targeted

What constitutes a crime

Know your options for action

This guide will help you to:

At the end of the guide, you can find a list

that gives you tips on how to increase your

online safety.

Political participation is everyone's

right. 

Harassment and silencing are not parts of

a thriving democracy.

Women, LGBTQI+ people, persons of color,

and persons with disability who are active

in politics are increasingly targeted by

silencing and threats of violence.

We want to support and offer guidance to

our members and activists who are

targeted by online violence.

This guide draws from materials by the

police, European Women’s Lobby and

Women’s Line in Finland (Naisten Linja).

ESIPUHE

In case of emergency

Do not hesitate to contact the police

(112) in case of a serious threat to your

safety.



WHAT IS ONLINE
VIOLENCE?

 

Equality, non-discrimination and violence

Women are 27 times more likely to

experience online harassment than men (UN).

Women are targeted due to their identity,

status, and inequality. Women in all their

diversity includes trans women and cis

women, LGBTQIA+ women, women and girls

of color, financially vulnerable women,

women with disabilities, women coming from

small communities, and immigrant women.

Having many of these vulnerabilities or

characteristics increases the risk of being

targeted by violence. Racist and ableist

discrimination exarcerbates online violence. 

59% of people who use social media have been bullied or harassed (Someturva).

Neither technology nor using it increasingly in number of ways in our everyday lives is the

problem. The problem is those who misuse technology.
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Everyone has the right to technology. 

Online violence is used for multiple purposes, but

the underlying attempt is to humiliate, scare,

silence or (physically and psychologically) harm

someone. Online violence can make the victim

feel haunted, as there is nowhere to escape to

and nothing seems private. It is important to

remember that often the violence is not actually

targeting an individual but rather what they

represent.

Online violence has real consequences. Fatigue,

anxiousness, desperation, isolation, losing any

semblance of control and humiliation limit the

sense of freedom of the target.

The impact of online violence is also deeply felt

offline.



 

1. Report and block

 

You can block users and report them on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and

other social media platforms.

 

2. Identify the type of violence

  

Describing and naming what is going on assists you to ask and receive help.

 

3. Decide how you want to proceed

 

Every incident is unique. 

Most commonly one of the following is the chosen course of action:

 

I don’t want to react

I want to react

I don’t know what to do, I need support

 

IF YOU ARE
TARGETED
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Remember: it is not your fault. Trust your judgment. You are the

best expert on your boundaries. Prioritize safety.

 



I DON’T WANT TO
REACT
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It’s your right to choose what to do when you are targeted by

online violence

 

Take a screen shot of the text or image and the profile of the user

Write down what happened, time and date, and contact details of potential

witnesses

Record any and all evidence even if deleting uncomfortable messages seems

like a good option. Save all correspondence, not just individual messages. For

instance, you can download a WhatsApp conversation as a separate file.

We recommend collecting evidence just in case. Screen shots are an easy way to

archive information that you’ve collected online and that might help your case

later. Documenting what had happened is crucial.

Screenshots should be taken as soon as possible as some services allow the sender

to delete their message after sending it. On social media platfors, a message or a

picture should be saved by screenshoting it because it might be impossible to get

it back after it has been deleted from the platform.  

Documenting incidents can feel burdensome. Ask for help from a trusted friend or

a professional in case you need it.

 



I WANT TO REACT
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Report to authorities: Threats and potential crimes can be reported via

Nettivinkki i.e. Net Tip, an online tip-off form managed by the police.

If the violence still continues, you could file a report of an offence.

Offense report is filed to the local police who, if needed, transfers the case to the

National Bureau of Investigation (Keskusrikospoliisi). A report of an offence can be

filed electronically if the case does not require immediate action from the police.

Save all the messages and present them to the police. In addition, make a list of

the consequences suffered by the offence (e.g. physical, psychological, economic,

social).

Noting things down helps to clarify and analyze the incident and its consequences.

If you need to see a doctor due to the damage caused to your health (e.g. for

anxiety or insomnia), a medical certificate will be useful in the criminal procedures.

When you report the crime, mention that you have documented evidence. 

If you suspect spyware on your phone, send your device to the police. Do not

attempt to delete the malware yourself and do not close your phone.

If you suspect that you have been hacked, check if any log in data shows unfamiliar

IP addresses and take a screen shot of them.

In case of emergency always call 112.

 



I NEED SUPPORT
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You are not alone.

Party staff: Supervisors, occupational safety and health services

 

 

Being targeted by violence is rough and can make you feel vulnerable.

 

After every incident it is important to talk to someone you trust, call a hotline or

seek out a support service.

 

The party will help you in cases related to violence:

 

Local activists: Executive Director of your own district

Councilors and candidates: Advisor on municipal matters Kimmo Kyrölä

MPs: Secretary General of the Parliament Group Tiina Kivinen

Gender sensitive support:

Organization and Communications Officer Aiski Ryökäs

Outside working hour, person on-call for crisis Veli Liikanen

 

 



I NEED SUPPORT
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If you want to discuss your experiences anonymously, you can also call 

Mental Health Finland’s crisis helpline 09 2525 0113

on Mon, Tue at 11-15, Wed at 13-16 and 17-21. Thu at 10-15

Women's Line in Finland / naistenlinja.fi

0800 02400 Monday to Friday 16-20

Chat specialized on online violence on Wednesdays at 12-14

(naistenlinja.fi/turvaverkko)

Hotline focused on online violence 0800 02400, Thursdays at 12-14

 

Nollalinja 080 005 005

Open 24hrs every day, including public holidays

Legal support 

Someturva / someturva.fi (in English somebuddy.com): 

Someturva is a digital legal service specialized in online crime.

A commercial service. Fees apply.

Victim Support Finland www.riku.fi/en/

The aim of Victim Support Finland (RIKU) is to improve the position of victims of

crime, their loved ones and witnesses in criminal cases e.g. by producing low

threshold support and guidance services. You can reach them via phone, chat or a

contact form.



IDENTIFY AND NAME
WHAT IS

HAPPENING
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Words can create safety.

Naming what is going on assists you to ask for help and to detach yourself from the

situation.

Hate speech is defined by the Council of Europe as all expressions which spread,

incite, promote, or justify hatred in a threatening or offensive way. Hate speech can

target for instance gender, complexion, national or ethnic origin, religion or

conviction, sexual orientation or disability status.

Cyberbullying consists of repeated behavior such as sending mean texts, starting

rumors, or posting images with the objective of frightening or undermining

someone’s self-esteem or reputation. 

Cyber harassment is the use of digital means to communicate or interact with a

non-consenting person. Online harassment can take the form of comments,

videos, photos and graphic images to create conditions of humiliation. Offensive

and hurtful words can be used or comments on physical appearance.

 



NAME AND IDENTIFY
WHAT IS

HAPPENING
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Words can create safety.

Cyberstalking is the act of spying, fixating or compiling information about

somebody online and communicating with them against their will.

Doxing refers to the online researching and publishing of private information on

the internet to publicly expose or shame the person targeted.

Hacking i.e. intercepting private communications or data, can take the form for

example of web-cam hacking.

Mob attacks: hostile mobs include hundreds, sometimes thousands of people,

systematically harassing a target. 

Sexting without consent: sexting is the consensual electronic sharing of naked or

sexual photographs or texts. Sexting without consent however refers to unwanted

sharing of graphic materials or texts.



LEGAL FRAMEWORK
IN FINLAND
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Do not hesitate to ask for help when you want to secure your rights.

Defamation

Target receives a message or messages which contain ridicule, lies about the them,

racist remarks or obscene remarks about their appearance. Target may also be the

subject of photos or images that are modified to bully them, causing distress and

suffering.

Aggravated defamation

If the above-mentioned messages cause serious or long-term harm  or grave

damage to the target, you might be guilty of aggravated defamation. It is enough if

either cause is  serious.

Violating freedom of communications

Recurring and disturbing acts of contact in a way that cause the target serious

disturbance or harm.

Stalking

To constitute a crime following and monitoring someone needs to be recurring

and needs to cause the target fear and anxiety.

Distributing information that violates privacy

Uploading sensitive insinuations, information or photos about someone’s private

life. Even if it is not false, disclosing it publicly may cause harm and suffering to the

target. 



TO DO LIST
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What can you do to protect yourself?

Set up a Google Alert for your name. Alert helps you stay informed about who is

talking about you and what. A simple Google search tells you exactly how much

information anyone can collect about you. This helps us understand how

vulnerable we are.

Encrypt your devices and files: trolls are looking for compromising information

that they can use against individuals online. It is not difficult and it doesn’t cost

anything to ensure that no one has access to your private computer or electronic

devices. 

Your location can be found via your smart phone or computer. Learn how to not

share your location.

Lock your phone! Choose a pin code of 4-6 digits that no one can guess and only

you know. Use options for finger print or facial recognition if your phone has them.

Be careful who you allow to have facial or finger print access to your phone. If you

temporarily need to grant access to your phone, remember to change your pin

code later. 



TO DO LIST
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What can you do to protect yourself?

Check who has access to your cloud service. Your smart phone is either

connected to iCloud (iPhone) or a Google Account (Android). Check regularly who

has access to your cloud service also with other devices. Think carefully what you

wish the cloud service to archive. 

Use two-step verification in all applications and services that offer it as an option.

Be aware that if you record your phone number or other information in a service

this information will be released to a hacker in case your account is hacked.

Pay attention to your apps. We recommend you to regularly check what the

apps on your phone have access to. Check application settings one by one and

delete the ones that you are not using. Don’t give rights to your data in case you

don’t need the app. If you use Google Play, you can utilize Google Play Protect that

checks apps before you download them.

Regularly update software on your devices!


